
Best  Of  2020:  Spot  Of  The
Year
These are the ones that you remember. A match has a lot of different
moving parts but sometimes something is going to happen that you remember
more than anything else. The big spots are the ones that make the
highlight reels, most of the time for better than worse. That is
something worth remembering a lot of the time and while some of them were
cut off in 2020, there were still some good picks. Let’s get to it.

As usual, in no order until the end.

Io Shirai’s Trashcan Moonsault Off Of WarGames

There is something to be said about someone taking a trashcan and diving
backwards off of a cage onto a bunch of people. I think the description
says it all, because that sounds completely insane. Shirai can do one of
the best looking moonsaults today but to do it on that stage with that
kind of accuracy makes it all the more impressive. It just looked cool
and that’s enough to warrant a mention.

Pat McAfee’s Swanton Off Of WarGames

You might say that this is a good way to do something like this. You’ll
probably be hearing about McAfee again on this list and there is a good
reason for that. McAfee had no business being as good as he was in these
situations and yet he kept pulling it off, including with this great
looking dive from the top of the cage onto everyone else. He shouldn’t be
doing that and yet he made it look even better than almost anyone else
could these days. That’s hard to believe, but he made it look easy.

Jeff Hardy’s Swanton Onto Elias

This is better known as the one where Hardy slammed his head into the
steps because Hardy is kind of freaking nuts. I almost left it off
because of the landing but it wouldn’t feel right to not have Hardy
included in here somehow. It was an awesome looking dive and while the
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landing is what people will remember the most, Hardy can still do this
like few others, even at 43.

Sammy Guevara And The Golf Cart

Now THIS is the one that people remember and with good reason. The image
of Guevara being chased down by a golf cart of all things and then taking
a heck of a bump off of it, all of which continued a feud with a maniacal
Matt Hardy was the kind of stuff you can only hope to script. AEW shot it
perfectly and it was just awesome, with everyone playing their part
perfectly.

Then there is the winner, which was exactly what I wanted.

Hangman Page Rides A Horse Into Stadium Stampede

Every now and then you find someone who is perfect for the character they
are playing. That is the case with Page, who is the definition of a
cowboy wrestler. He looks like one, dresses like one, talks like one and
acts like one. The line of “I’M GONNA DO SOME COWBOY S***!” is still
maybe the best line AEW has ever had and Page is one of the best
characters on the show. Then he rode a horse into a football stadium,
because that’s what a cowboy is supposed to do, especially in the spot of
the year.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2004 Monday Night Raw
Reviews (also available as an e-book) from Amazon. Check out
the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/08/26/new-book-and-e-book-k
bs-complete-2004-monday-night-raw-reviews/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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